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As the Roman Catholic Church is besieged by a lawsuit alleging sexual misconduct by one of its highest ranking officials, a
local priest named in the suit believes he will
be vindicated.
The Rev. Ellis Harsham, who has served
as priest for the Wright State campus ministry
for 12 years as well as St. Luke Catholic
Church in Beavcrcreek. has been named codefendant in a $10 million lawsuit by a 34year-old Philadelphia man who claims
Harsham and Cardinal Joseph Bernardin of
Chicago molested him from 1975 to 1977.
Stephen Cook, who was a student at St.
Gregory Seminary in Cincinnati at the time,
said Harsham and Bernardin sexually abused
him repeatedly while Harsham supplied Cook
with alcohol, marijuana and pornography.
Cook says the abuse led him into a druginfluenced lifestyle where he eventually contracted the HIV virus.

Harsham taught at the seminary at the time
while Bernardin was Archbishop of Cincinnati. Both of them vehemently refute the
charges.
"We deny the allegations categorically,"
Harsham said. 'The allegations that came
forth in the suit have been investigated by the
archdiocesc since sometime in July. I found
out about the suit since late August and have
been co-operating in investigation interviews,
etc. There have been witnesses examined and
they have decided that the allegation is not
substantiated and so as far as the archdiocese
is concerned there is no problem with my
continuing in my ministry here at Wright State
or at St. Luke where I live."
Harsham said he was taken completely by
surprise when he learned of the lawsuit.
"I was shocked. I knew Steve Cook, he
was a good friend of mine —1 thought. I don't
know where this is coming from. I can't
imagine just doing it for money. Itfloorsme,"
Harsham said.
WSU has responded to the lawsuit by

issuing a statement saying the school has
nothing to do with the case because the ministry building is under the jurisdiction of the
archdiocese of Cincinnati. The school did say
no complaints about Harsham have ever been
made.
According to Harsham, students at Wright
State have been supported of him.
"Sunday mass was even more crowded
than usual. Because they felt there has been
too much negative publicity, there is going to
be a rally on the quad which they are doing in
support of me," he said.
The rally, scheduled for tonight at 7 p.m.,
was organized by the Newman Club, a Catholic student group.
"We know Father Harsham has received a
lot of negative press and publicity and we
want to show him that students believe in him
and support him." said Craig Black, president
of the club. Black said the rally will include a
candlelight vigil and prayers by both the Baptist and Proiestant ministers from Wright State.
It is open to the public.

Sophomore Jason
Smith (right) and the
WSU men's basketball
team are working
towards defending its
1992-J3 Mid-Continent
Conference title and
make another
appearance in the
NCAA Division I
basketball
tournament. The
season opens in an
exhibition game
against Athletes in
Action Nov. 18. with
Cleveland St. opening
conference action tor
the Raiders Jan. 5.
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Legislators' letters sent to regain lost grant
P. Hall, David Hobson, Ted
Strickland, Sherrod Brown, Rob
Portman, John Boehner and Tom
Seven members of "he U.S. Sawyer.
The letters request a meeting
House of Representatives and two
U.S. senators have joined Wright with the secretary and a re-evaluaState University in its continuing tion of Wright State's grant applistruggle to regain a $1.2 million cation. pointing to WSU's 23-year
history of receiving the grant progrant.
The four-year grant sponsored viding nationally recognized serby the Department of Education vices for the disabled and to 16
represents about 60 percent of specific instances where it is beWright State's budget for disabil- lieved the application was improperly penalized as reasons for reity services.
Two letters have been sent to evaluation.
"We are very supportive of the
United States Department of Education secretary Richard Riley, one Wright State program and are pursuing
this at every level," said
signed by senators Howard
Mctzenbaum and John Glenn and Randy Daniel of Special Projects
one signed by representatives Tony in Hall's office.

By GINA VERA GOMEZ
Special Writer

"I find it difficult to understand
According to Daniel, a meeting New Perceptions, a campus group
time is now being negotiated with for the learning disabled, has re- why such a program would not be
sulted in the collection of more re-funded. I am very interested to
Riley's office.
"i don't want to get too opti- than 1,350signatures and hundreds know for what reasons and on what
basis the proposal was denied fundmistic but at least they are rethink- of postcards.
"The petitions have already ing. I cannot imagine whose intering it and that's better than we were
been sent and I'll be sending the ests arc served by the forced disreceiving," said Daniel.
Both Daniel and Steve Simon, postcards this week for kind of a mantling ofapioneer program with
director of Disability Services at second wave," said Toby Pinker- a history of 23 successful years of
service.'" said Jean A. Turner, a
Wright State, said petitions, post- ton, vice president of SG.
According to Simon, Wright WSU parent and former grant
cards and letters sent to the congressmen and to Riley have been State is also receiving support from reader for the DOE! in a letter to
the WSU faculty organization, the P'ley.
extremely helpful.
Simon finds all the support en"The ground-swell of support WSU chapter of the American
has been tremendous, from stu- Association of University Profes- couraging and hopes it will condents, faculty and staff as well as sors, community groups such as tinue.
"I want people to know that it's
people in the community and par- the Montgomery County Board of
Mental Retardation and Develop- not too late to still write in. The
ents," said Simon.
longer
we can keep this campaign
A petition and postcard drive mental Disabilities and parents of
going the better," said Simon.
begun by student government and WSU students.

Campus crime report
TUESDAY, NOV. 2
Amanda Kaminsky reported
a Minolta 35mm camera worth
$120 and $20 cash were taken
from her Hickory Hall room.
A Hamilton Hall man, 19,
told police a man left a threatening message on his answering
machine.
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 3
Max Alexander Jr. told Public Safety someone removed a
box of Maxell diskettes worth
$13 from 242 Fawcett Hall.
A 19-year-old Spring wood
Lane man reported he received
two threatening phone calls between 9:15 and 10:30 p.m.

THURSDAY, NOV. 4
Fairbom resident Ying-Loing

Chang reported her purse and contents (total value: $45) were stolen
outside 254 Rike Hall.

grabbed her and struck her head
outside Pine Hall at 11:15 p.m.
SATURDAY, NOV. 6

FRIDAY, NOV. 5

A 19-year-old Laurel Hall
woman told officers two men en-

A 23-year-old Oak Hall man
told police he "had a verbal altercation with his roommate."
Adam Wojtowcz told officers
he saw a black man, 18-20, pounding on the outside of a a first-floor
security door in Pine Hall at 5:30
p.m. The man asked Wojtowcz to
let him in. When Wojtowcz told
the man he must use the access
phone to enter the building, the
man continued pounding on the
door.
A Fairborn woman, 25. told
police an 18-year-old man shouted
obscenities at her in the Nutter
Center.
A 19-year-old Dayton woman
told police an 18-year-old man

tered her bathroom while sht was
showering. (No further infor mation was available at press time.)
MONDAY, NOV. 8
Chris Wiedamann and Community Director Donita Banks of
Sycamore Hall notified Public

Safety about a homemade marijuana pipe found in the Forest Lane
Community Center.
WSU Music Department secretary Rosie Arnold reported someone damaged the lockplate to the
door to M362 while attempting to
gain access to the room.
An 18-year-old Oak Hall
woman reported receiving a harassing phone call between 8:158:30 p.m.
A Hamilton Hall woman. 18.
reported receiving a harassing
phone call at 8:37 p.m.
A Mariott employee told Public Safety a glass bowl containing
sugar packets and seven napkin
holders (total value: $78) disap,pcared from 001 University Center.
A19-year-old Pine Hall woman
told police a black man. 18-22,
assaulted her. (No further information available at press lime.)

THURSDAY, NOV. 11
A 17-year-old Pine Hall resident told police he received harassing phone calls between 79:30 p.m.
SATURDAY, NOV. 13
Amy Wolf, Centerville, reported her purse and contents
worth $20 were stolen from the
second floor of the Library.
SUNDAY, NOV. 14
A 23-year-old Hamilton Hall
resident reported she received
several harassing phone calls.

MONDAY, NOV. 15
A Hawthorn Hall man (age
not given) reported receiving several harassing phone calls during
the last two weeks.

M e e TTTTi?!& E v e n t s
WEDNESDAY,
NOVEMBER 17

THURSDAY,
NOVEMBER 18

• University Art Galleries, 2
p.m.. Creative Arts Center small
recital hall.
• University Chamber Orches•«ICA meeting, 4 p.m.. Univer• ICC meeting, 2 p.m.. Unitra, 8 p.m., Creative Arts Center
versity Center cafeteria exten- sity Center cafeteria extension.
• Baptist Student Union meet- concert hall.
sion.
For admission information call
• African-American Resi- ing, 7 p.m.. Campus Ministry build873-7346.
denlCaucus,7to8:30p.m.,043 ing.
and 045 University Center.
• UCB Cinema: School Ties,
noon, Rathskeller. Also shown
SATURDAY,
FRIDAY,
on Thursday at 4 p.m. and FriNOVEMBER 20
NOVEMBER 19
day at 5 p.m.
• LIBNET Instruction, 1
• University chorus and vocal
• Student Government meetp.m., Fordham Library.
ing, 4:15 p.m., large conference jazz ensemble, 8 p.m.. Creative
• University jazz band, 8 rooms in the administrative wing Arts Center concert hall.
p.m.. Creative Arts Center con- of Allyn Hall.
cert hall.

MONDAY,
NOVEMBER 21
• University chorale and University brass choir, Creative Arts
Center concert hall.

TUESDAY,
NOVEMBER 22
• University/Community Orchestra, 8 p.m.. Creative Arts Center concert hall.

WEDNESDAY,
NOVEMBER 23

• Last day of classes.
THURSDAY,
N O V E M B E R 24
• "In The Black" community speaker series, time to be
announced, Bolinga Cultural
Resources Center. For more
information call 873-2086.
FRIDAY,
NOVEMBER 25
• Thanksgiving, university
closed. Also closed on November 26.
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Candidates present their credentials
Brownell, Flack and Goldenberg speak at Wright State forums
The lone candidate from Wright
State is Dr. Kim Goldenberg who

By i) WVN i..
and H'Rl'MV DVKR
News StafT

He broke his speech down into
three areas of importance for
WSU's future: the metropolitan
dent of Wright Slate spoke to the
university community during the WSU officials, they deserve a university vision, diversity and repast two weeks in separate forums straight answer." Brownell said. source development.
"We have a responsibility in
"If (hat can't be done, students
for students, faculty and staff.
piwviding leadership to the comDr. Blaine A. Brownell. pro- should be told why."
Brownell said he himself would munity to solve regional problems."
vost and vice-pk.'sident for academic affairs at the University of be very accessible. He said if elected he said. "The job of the president is
North Texas. Denton, said he was president, he would consider set- to get that message out."
Goldenberg said his view of
interested in Wright State because ting up quarterly forums on the
he sees it as a growing school. quad to meet with students. He "regional" could include the state,
Areas of progress Brownell was said he would be open to meeting country and entire globe.
On diversity. Goldenberg said
impressed with included WSU's with specific groups on campus
international programs. Brownell and would leave his door open to the idea is good but must be clarified
and improved.
anyone.
He
also
said
he
had
a
tour
has spent time in Bra/il and Japan
of the new student union and said
as a Fulbright professor.
see "Candidates"
Dan Kicn. a senior engineering "I'll have to find excuses to get
continued on page 4
major, questioned Brownell about over there."

photo by Scott Cozzoiino

Dr. KimGoldenberg (above), dean of the Wright State
School of Medicine and Dr. Blaine A. b.ownell (right) of
North Texas University both spoke at WSU recently.

A Community To LIVE In!
Why?

IkH'Hii.sc we
know wlien
you're in
college, .von
need «i\ inys
wherever yon
<*;in find it«~
and now von'll
find ii here.

Firwood Apartments available for 1 to 6 people.
Bordering Oakwood, close to UD, WPAFB and Downtown.
1.2 & 3 bedroom apartments, both furnished and unfurnished.
Water is paid and heat is paid in most units. Comfortable and
roomy, equipped with refrigerators and stoves.

• Swimming pool with picnic tables • Rccreatbn room with big screen TV
& full cable
and lounge chairs
• Sand volleyball & blacktop baskelbali• On busline
• Friendly tournaments!
• Ample well-lighted parking
Rental rates are better than competitive!

513-294-1030 or 258-1927
344-A Firwood Drive

VencS^®

everyone
HOLIDAYS'.

,
East on Irving, between liD and Wilmington
% n ?. F o r ?S- u '. f o r
Owned i operated tv the Diner family, who treat t h a t Last M i n u t e
Shopping.
their tenant< with rupee! ant trust.

Drop By The
Sales Center
050 Allyn
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"Candidates"
continued from page 3

"I think programs and resources
are important to develop creative
approaches to diversity but they
are not enough. Slogans don't work,
programs help and curriculum
help," he said.
Goldenberg suggested the best
approach was "the old fashioned
way work for it and earn it" by
means of team meetings, focus
groups and continuous dialogue.
Goldenberg's plan for resource
management included the development of a strategic plan and resource allocation to meet the plan.
Questions posed to Goldenberg
included the subject of student
evaluations, which some students
at the forums said were inadequate.
Goldenberg said the best answer
was to have several types of evaluations.
"Multiple measures of faculty
performance are healthy, not just
to the faculty but to the stud -nts,"
he said.
The final candidate to visit
WSU was Dr. Harley Flack, executive vice-president and provost
for Rowan College in Glassboro,

New Jersey.
He said he docs not want his
role as an African-American to tic
an overriding factornor does he
want it to be overlooked or ignored.
He said he hopes Wright State
University is ready for an AfricanAmerican president but is not interested in being sctected solely for
his race.
A particular concern of Flack is
the metropolitan university concept. This is based on the ability of
an educational institution to effectively interact with its surrounding
community.
"I believe it's possible to
achieve 100 percent dialogue between students, faculty and staff
about what Wright State's concept
is as a metropolitan university."
He added WSU should analyze the
difference between where it currently stands and where it is going.
Flack said he would also like to
see revisions done to faculty peer
reviews.
"Lots of them lack teeth," he
said. The feedback fromsuchevalu-

ations, he said, could be improved
to help faculty improve their work
skills.
Addressing student concerns,
Flack said he would "make a conscious effort" to communicate effectively with students. "I would
hope to be visible (and) listen to
concerns. I'm extremely impressed
with the caliber of students here,"
he added.
Flack said he supports students
being exposed to multicultural topics in and out of the classroom.
The BolingaCultural Resources
Center, however, is problematic to
him.
He said experiences and activities within the center should
involve everyone, not just AfricanAmerican students.
Of tuition, Flack said it would
have to be referred to on the strategic plan and dealt with on a yearto-year basis. He said the components of a tuition decision should
include accessibility, quality and
affordability.
"(You have to) consider the
principles to which you're committed." he said. Flack added he is
not in favor of being influenced by
tuition increases at other Ohio colleges and universities.

photo by Scott Cozzolino
Wright State president candidate Dr. Harley Flack

GET A BREAK
SO YOU LIKE SOMEONE WHO MAKES THINGS EASIER FOR YOU?
Then you will like the WSU Pharmacy.
• We are open Monday through Friday from 9:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. so you can
oiop by on your lunch break or on your way home. We also have voice mail
to leave refill orders.
• We carrv many high auality generic substitutes (i.e.. Lederle. Parke-Davis. Abbott. Geigv.
and Wyeth) tha: we use in filling over 40 percent of the prescriptions we dispense.
which gives you a choice. These generics save you up to half the cost of tne name
brand medication.
• We carry many over-the-counter products along with their generic equivalents.
• If you have hard-to-find products, it is possible for us to order them for you
specially usually with next day pi'-k-up and without any added cost.
• We give information concerning any medication and its price either over the
phone or in person.
• The 10 percent discount that you receive can be extenaed to your family.
• Our QS1 computer system is in over 4,000 independent and chain stores across the
USA keeps a permanent electric patient record, provides printed adverse reaction
information, checks all new prescriptions against others on your patient record for
potential drug interactions and checks all new orders against the patient history for
potential allergic interactions and lists your medical conditions.
• We are part of the WSU voice mail system so refill orders can be phoned in anytime
we are not in the pharmacy.
• We participate in a number of third party plans. We bill the following companies
via a modem as you wait: Western Ohio. PCS. PAID. Medimet. HMP. Ohio Blue
Cross Value Rx N.P.A.. PE.R.S.. S.E.R.S.. The Dayton Area Health Plan Aetna. Community
Mutual, APS. DayMed, Catapiller and PHP.
• We further do manual submissions for Ohio Medicaid.- Greene an J Clark
Counties General Relief and The Bureau of Workmans Compensation.

You will receive a free
Tem-Con™ thermometer good
with refill or new prescription.
We are open 9:00
to 5:30 pm M-F

ONE COUPON PER VISIT
COUPON EXPIRES 1/15/94

You will receive 50 tablets of
IBUPROFEN (200mg). Good with
refill or new prescription.
We are open 9:00
to 5:30 pm M-F

ONE COUPON PER VISIT
COUPON EXPIRES 1/15/94

You will receive a free box of
12Hour Antihistamine Nasal
Decongestant good with refill or
new prescription.
We are open 9:00
to 5:30 pm M-F

ONE COUPON PER VISIT
COUPON EXPIRES 1/15/94

• We generate receipts that you can use with insurance companies where the patients
file the claim (i.e.. WSU student insurance. Provident, and non-Ohio Based Blue
Cross Plans.)

Let us start making things easy for you!

Just call 873-3414 or drop by the WSU Pharmacy
in the Frederick A. White Health Center.
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K r e t z e r s a y s p a r k i n g will

Mulhollan ponders future

worsen before getting better

As the trioof presidential candidates are focusing on the future
of Wright State, Paige Mulhollan is thinking about the watcroff
Hilton Head Island.
That's where WSU's outgoing president will be moving with
his wife Mary Bess. Mulhollan
said he wasn't sure when his last
day at WSU will be. but he said
he's "not going to be doing anything that looks like work." for
quite a while after he leaves.
Mulhollan said he and his
wife will spend the first six to
nine months of his retirement
enjoying the outdoors and sailing their boat. Then he will take
a look at what he plans to do with
therestof his life.
Mulhollan. who came to
WSU in 1985 from Arizona State
University, said he will be reflecting on his years at WSU in

By GABI COONEY
Special Writer
Changes in parking for Ihis
quarter may have caused confusion, but the problems will be getting worse before they gel better
according to Robert Kretzer, director of parking services.
Winter quarter will bring new
obstacles to finding parking spaces.
Those who park in general parking
may find the gravel surfaces difficult to drive or walk on as the
winter rain and snow set in. As a
result, Kretzer anticipates many
more students will purchase C permits for winter quarter, which will
cause even more competition for
prime C spaces.
C permit holders should not be

as inconvenienced as last year because of the rezoning of lot 4, the
west lot, from general parking toC
parking on the paved area, which
took effect at the beginning of fall
quarter. Though lot4rcmained relatively empty during fall quarter,
winter quarter should find lot 4
much fuller.
Kretzer explained the rezoned
portion of lot 4 is intended to serve
as a buffer zone to accommodate
unexpectedly high turnout of C
permit holders.
C permits, like all permits, are
intentionally oversold by approximately 10 percent which Kretzer
said should not pose a problem
unless all C permit holders would
come to the campus at the same
time. Kretzer said this is unlikely

to ever happen, but lot 4 is an
available option to C permit holders who are unable to find a space
in their preferred lot. especially
during the peak hours between 911 a.m.
Winter quarter will bring continued improvements to existing
parking lots, as well as additional
expansion. Lot 16 will continue to
be enlarged, as gravel is rolled onto
the muddy areas near Colonel
Glenn Highway. This summer, lot
16 should receive a new surface
that will be similar to the stone and
asphalt surface recently laid on
one of the Nutter Center lots. This
additional space will be needed
during spring quarter, when lot 4
will be torn up to make room for
the Loop Road expansion.

Pres. Paig^ Mulhollan
the near future through media
and forums.
Concerning the presidential
candidates. Mulhollan said he has
heard very favorable things and
was encouraged by the number
of students who were involved
with the process by attending the
public forums and other events.

FAT CHANCE

SALOON MeipsMtoe
75 E. Dayton Yeiow Springs Rd.
(In Park W s Ptaza)

879-1410
Monday Nite f o o t b a l l

The v

College Route

Experience is the best tcacher.
And when you lake ihe bus to collcgc, you'll be learning
how lo save money and hassles Because ihe bus eliminates worries
about gas money, car starting, or hard-to-find parking
It takes smarts to gel into college - and the bus is
the smart way to gel there. So lake the campus route and save.

Your Routt lo Wright State is:

Route 13

Purchase your monthly pass at
Parking Services
Call the RTA Ride Line at 226-1144
for Route and Schedule Information.

0

i!'

Free Jello Shots with eve y Touchdown

Tuesday Wet Tee-Shirt Contest
$150 1st Place, $75 2nd Place, $30 3rd Place
Men - $5 cover (includes wet-tee and draft beer
specials) Ladies $3 cover
1 8 - 2 0 welcome, $5 cover (No Alcohol)

Wednesday Ladies Nite
Complimentary drinks from 9:00 pm - 12:00 am

Thursday Country Nite

^Iwntfrom
houseto house,
eettinganyfoodor
cllhesthev
TOuldawme.
ItalhandeditaD
out to any needy
' inthe

$3 Cover and Draft Beer Specials
Female Review • Nov. 11th

Fri & Sat Party w i t h our N e w
York DJ's
Joey G. & Mr. Magic
No Cover
Armadillo Band - Nov. 17th & 18th

-jortfow#
Joel fWS is one ol ihe We onswerc to
Ae big patternsfacinge»ay comwity *
Amefico. And beccwe to ore .ixye people to problems, f^ogs vJ gel done. AS
hovetodo «some#wx). Do cnyftag
o

All Drink Specials are compliments of:
Bill's Glass & Kut Hut
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m
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SG President David Kirkhart
reviewed by student government
focus on this and other issues of
Kirkhart's presidency.
Kirkhart replaced Jeff Wellcr
One voicc lhal was missing on the committee last year after
from the campus interviews of the Welter's graduation.
Feldman said she thought
presidential candidates was that of
Student Government president Kirkhart's absence would "send a
message to the new candidates that
David Kirkhart.
One of two students on the presi- we weren't as concerned as we
dential search committee. Kirkhart arc."
She said she had tried to speak
was prevented from attending the
interviews by a series of illnesses with Kirkhart several timeson separate terms, and as a last resort
and other commitments.
Andrea Feldman, the other stu- brought her concerns to the SG
dent on the committee, voiced her meeting.
Feldman did say Kirkhart had
concern over Kirkhart's absences
during her committee report to SG been doing a credible job on the
photo by Scott Cozzollno recently. Other SG members de- committee otherwise and shedidn't
cided to enact a review process to "think it would have changed anyStudent Government President David Kirkhart
By CHRISTINE ARNOLD
Staff Writer

thing had he been there." She said
in general she wanted students to
be a-vare of questions that were
asked by the candidates in regards
to the student body only being represented by one person.
Kirkhart said he let the committee know in advance of his absences. and he was agreeable to the
review.

Wright State's Student Government addresses issues
By DAWN E. LEGER
Staff Writer
Wright State Student Government outlined some long-term issues of Jhe university at Tuesday's
meeting of the student affairs committee.
One of the biggest concerns of
SG is the revision of faculty evaluations.

LaShawne Meriwether, SG representative for the college of science and mathematics, said she
would like to see established a very
wide and specific evaluation form
that would adequately pinpoint the
weaknesses of faculty.
"We need to make it a valuable
tool." she said.
Kirkhart said he stresses better
feedback from the evaluations. "It's

Wright State Organization for Women

Alt Shacu £ Gtcvfjt Sale
CREATIVE ARTS CENTER
Friday N o v e m b e r 1 9 t h
10 am - 3 pm

Proceeds Support Scholarships

not about smearing a professor."
he added.
Meriwether said she would like
there to be more of a distinction
between the choices of "agree" and
"somewhatagree." In addition, she
said she feels students should be
allowed more time for comments
and suggested the idea of takehome evaluation*
Sue Seitz, SG representative for

the college of engineering and com- forums have been going extremely
puter science, suggested the evalu- well and "we're not going to enations be publicized within univer- dorse any one (particular) candisity clubs to make students more date."
Student Government has also
aware of how to fill them out propaddressed the issue of adding a
erly.
In other business, SG President multicultural course to the general
David Kirkhart addressed the cam- education curriculum. Kirkhart repaigning of the presidential candi- ported student surveys conducted
by SG show much support of the
dates.
He said he feels the candidates' added course.

H a v e Fun W i t h Us
Classes on
Kickb axing and Kali, Aikijutsu,
Kung-Fu and Tai-Chi.

College Discount
254-8801

235-1000

K E N P O KARATE
TAMA INTERNATIONAL

School s Out
But Were Not
Alternative Dance Wednesday and Saturday
live Band Tuesdays and Friday
College Appreciation Night Thursdays
(No Cover Charge)

BEA
Be A Teacher
Teachers hove the powei
to wake up young mindsto moke o difference.
Reach for that power.
8e a feocher. Be o hero.
To find out h o w
to become a
teacher, call

-800-45-TEACH

THE HEW

NEON MOVIES
30 E 5th St./222-SHOW
Get in Tuesday's for only $2
with valid student picture I.D.
ftUvIKi

t'r

WfURC SHOW

iginuuifiuH

!)!):! Graduates!

18 and up with State ID
For More Information call
426-9305

Liv till EVERY S«t. tt Midnight
FRIDAY MIDNIGHTS!
PINK FLOYDS: THE WALL November 5 & 12
HEAVY METAL • Nov !V 8.26
CLOCKWORK ORANGE DecmDer 3& 10!
MONTY PHYTON'S
HOLY GRAIL - OSC. " 7 & 24
DM

r
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Offices on the move
to new student union
A pan of the University Center
is beginning to look like a Wild
West ghost town. Several offices
on the lower level of the UC have
recently moved or soon will move
to the new Student Union, leaving
rows of empty rooms.
The three student media,
WWSU, Nexus and The Guardian
moved earlier this month as did the
office of the student media coordinator. Monday and Tuesday this
week saw the grand opening of the
Barnes & Noble Bookstore. The
Bookstore has widened its selection of items to coincide with its
expanded facilities.
Several other offices are slated
to move to the Student Union in
mid-December.
The African-American Greek
council will move into a series of

A GUIDE TO

CONSTRUCTIC

rooms alongside the Greek Advisory Council, Inter-Fraternity
Council and Panhellenic Council.
Next to them will be four offices
for Student Government and two
offices for Inter Club Council.
Down the hall from SG will be the
offices for the Btlack Student Union
and Lambda Union.
Student Organizations and
Leadership Development will occupy a brace of offices between
The Guardian and WWSU. Down
the hall from WWSU will be the
Residential community association
office and the office for the University Center Program Coordinator.
Most offices will only occupy
the student union temporarily and
will move to their permanent locations in early to mid-1994.
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Holiday Show

AREA

AREA

Hallway from University Center

RING DAY

ESPLANADE ORCHESTRA

Dayton's Isaiah Jackson
conducting

ORDER YOUR
COLLEGE RING BY
THANKSGIVING

oM>

AND RECEIVE
BY CHRISTMAS!

Why?

Because we
know w hen
you're in
college, you
need savings
wherever you
can find it«~
and now you'll
find it here.

Wright State University's Nutter Center
Sunday, December 12 — 3 p.m.
Arrive early and enjoy the holiday fest. '*es on the concourse including
musical performances by The Miami Valley .Middle School's hand bell cho>r.
creek High School' s Acapella and Friend Show Choirs. Beaverere eh
Christian Church's Masters Musicians and a snippet of The Muse Machine s
upcoming musical Peter Pan. In addition, a special Belle/air Christmas Year Round Shop
will be open and Santa Claus will be appearing. Doort will open at I.JO p.m.

For group information, call Greg Gahris at 513/873-4674.
• Duo to road constnxton in m# Uitrri V*i*y. p+ise pi*n to mrh*
Tickets available a! Nuucr Center Box Office (caih only), any
j&Zrfjjiwm* outlet, or charge-by phone — Dayton: 513/22S-2323
Cincinnati: 513/749-4949 Columbus: 614/431-3600

JOSTEXS
Stop by The Guardian to get free
tickets to this event.
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A portion of the n e w s t u d e n t u n i o n c o m p l e x has o p e n e d (between the
U n i v e r s i t y C e n t e r a n d She R u s s C e n t e r ) . A m o n g t h e o f f i c e s l o c a t e d t n
the n e w c o m p l e x are the Student Media and the n e w Bookstore.

Call 873-5537
for more
information.

SAVE UP TO $100!

Hurry, there are only 3 pairs of tickets to be
given away.

No Deposit Required
November 17th & 18th
10am - 3pm at
the New Bookstore

The Guardian is located down the hall from
the new Bookstore

Call 1-800-424-1492 for
more information

Student rate Is $2JN>.
Vm-xtudent rate Is SkUW
for the first 25 w ords.
$14)0 for each additional
2o words up to 7.» words.
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ill G u a r d i a n
The Guardian is primed weekly during the regu
lar school year and monthly during the summer. It
is published by students of Wright State University. The editorial office is located at EI86-J Student Union (formerly the P.E. Building). Wright
State University. Dayton. Ohio
Editorials without bylines reflect the majority
opinion of the editorial board Views expressed in
columns, cartoons and advertisements are those of
the writers, artists and advertisers.
The Guardian reserves the right to censor or
reject advertising copy in accordance with any
present or future advertising acceptance rules established by The Guardian.
All contents contained herein are the express
property of The Guardian. Copyright privileges
revert to the writers, artists, and photographers of
specific works after publication. The Guardian
reserves therighttoreprintworks in future issues.
© 1993 The Guardian
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l e t t e r s to t h e Editor
• Letters should have the writer's printed
full name, address, daytime telephone number and class standing if applicable.
• Letters should have fewer than 400 words.
The Guardian reserves the right to condense
letters.
• The Guardian hopes to cover a diverse
range of topics, therefore letters which duplicate
others may be omitted.
• Letters that are libelous or offensive will be
•ejected. Letters which request money from readers will be rejected.
• When responding to another writer's letter,
refer to the date and headline.
• The Guardian reserves the right to reject
letters dealing with theological arguments or
letters which make allegations that cannot be
proven.
• Letters should be addressed to:
Op-Ed Editor
046 University Center
Wright State University
Dayton. OH 45435

Public debate validates U.S.
Memorial Museum construction
If an ad claimed
the Earth was
flat, would The
Guardian run it?

In addition, the group that
wondering, is it that this ad has
placed the ad ta: ^ets the Jewish
stirred up so much anger?
people, and the history and experiSurely no one would get angry
ences of the Jewish people, and
at.a "flat-Earth" ad? We would all
chuckle at that one, would we not? thus also can call on long-standing
prejudices in their hate-propaSo why all the emotion and hostilganda.
ity from all segments of our comIf there is any satisfaction that
munity at this one?
can be said to come from this ad it
The answer is easy. Whereas a
By MANLEY PERKEL
is the fact that by aiming the attack
flat-Earth ad would target as
Guest Columnist
now on the U. S. Holocaust Mu"victim" the entire human race
seum (in the past they have just
An ad appeared in The Guardian with its knowledge and experience
attacked the Holocaust) the group
and thus be laughable in
(Nov. 3, 1993) attempting to
that placed the ad is
its absurdity ("we all
denigrate the U. S. Holocaust
acknowledging the preknow the Earth is
Museum and more generally the
mier role that the MuWorld War II genocide, referred to round!").
as the Holocaust, that was aimed
primarily at Jews, but also at
homosexuals, Gypsies, and other
unfortunate souls who happened
not to fit in with the ideologies of
the Nazi killing machine.
seum plays as a most imporLet me make it quite clear at the the Holocaust ad
tant and significant resource of
attempts to defame and
outset: There is no other side to
factual information about the
deligitimize the listorical
this issue.
Holocaust.
There is also no other side to the experience of just a minority
They are acknowledging the
segment of our society.
fact that "the Earth is round (as
educational function and service
It does this by deliberately
opposed to flat)" and while anyone
preying on the relative ignorance of the Museum provides for enormous
has the right to claim otherwise,
segments of the U. S. population
a large segment of the community
there is no "open debate" whose
who otherwise would have no
about these events of the Second
conclusion would change the fact
knowledge of the Holocaust.
World War, in order to convince
of the matter.
They view with alarm the
this segment that these events did
It is my fervent hope that the
hundreds of thousands of tourists
not occur.
editorial board responsible for the
from all over the world who are
decision to run the ad actually
flocking to the Museum in Washunderstands this, for if not, then I
e have an atmo- ington D.C. and who are learning
fear we have a bigger problem here
sphere ripe to be the truth of what took place, many
than just the decision to run this
the first time.
blasphemous ad.
duped by a charismatic forThis
is precisely the purpose of
We have an atmosphere ripe to
demagogue
ready
to
plunge
the U.S. Holocaust Museum, which
be duped by a charismatic demaus into the chaos of another opened to the public earlier this
gogue ready to plunge us into the
and vindicates the far-sighted
chaos of another holocaust. Such a
holocaust. Such a dema- year,
decision to build it.
demagogue was called Adolf Hitler
gogue was called Adolf The Museum can take pride in
in the '20s and '30s, but has apHitler in the '20s and '30s, its accomplishments. The Guardian
peared at other times, with other
is a tribute and compliment to
names and in other guises.
but has appeared at other ad
the Museum's successes.
Let us suppose then that the

W

editorial board does actually know
there is no other side to this issue.
Why then, they are probably

times, with other names and
in other guises.

Manley Perkel is an associate professor of mathematics.
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Response to CODOH ad varies
Does free speech concern The Guardian only when someone pays?
If it were not for the actual content
of the "paid advertisement" you ran
on page 13 (The Guardian, Novembers, 1993) the fact that you chose to
run it at all could almost be dismissed
as innocent ignorance by people who
should have known better.
We cannot imagine what could
have convinced The Guardian to accept such drivel disguised as intellectual "debate".
Was it money? Is The Guardian in
such dire financial straits that anything that anyone pays for inclusion
will be included? Are you that desperate that you would sell your values as well as your integrity?

What can we expect next? Will
you accept ads from the KKK claiming that they have scholarly evidence
that there never was slavery in the
USA and that it was all voluntary
servitude? Or ads from groups who
would claim that their research proves
that women were never discriminated
against in the USA and that whatever
happened in the past was the result of
women's free choicc?
Of course you would not and nor
should you accept such nonsense,
especially if you want to retain any
credibility as a newspaper worth reading. So why is it. we ask you, that you
would accept this tra.-h?

Surely you would not have us believe that you printed it because of
any "free speech" reason, since "The
Guardian reserves the right to censor
or reject advertising copy?"
Interestingly, under the instructions for Letters to the Editor, you
reserve the right to reject letters which
arc "offensive" or "letters which make
allegations which cannot be proven."
Are your free speech concerns limited only to those who pay?
Your decision to allow The Guardian to be used as a forum, a paid
mouthpiece if you like, for such garbage brings shame and disgrace not
only to you and The Guardian, but

also to the wider Wright State community and the concept of diversity
which this community embraces.
Editor's note: This letter, dated
Nov. 4, was signed by these faculty
members: Ira Fritz, biochemistry;
Manley Perkel, mathematics; Marvin
Seiger, biological sciences; Herb
Neve, religion; James Walker and
Mark Sirkin, political science; Robert Sumser, history; Anne Walter,
physiology and biophysics; Carl
Maneri, mathematics and statistics;
liana Wolpert, English; Helen Klein,
psychology; Ivan Goldfarb, chemistry.

EDITORIAL

Revisionists may offend, but democracy demands their views be heard
In the Nov. 3 issue of The Guardian, an advertisement ran on page 13
criticizing the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum. The ad was paid for
by the Committee for Open Debate
on the Holocaust (CODOH).
Several faculty members and readers expressed concern about The
Guardian's running the ad.
The editorial board members of
The Guardian wish to apologize to
any of our readers who were offended
by this ad. As a result of criticisms
we've received and in the interest of
continuing to provide our readers with
a quality product, we will conduct a
thorough review of our advertising
acceptance policies to determine
whether any changes are needed.
However, we wish to state emphatically as long as The Guardian
remains a student-run publication, it
will not shy awayfrom controversial
issues — in either its news reporting
or its advertising content.
The decision to run the CODOH
ad was made with the unanimous
consent of six members of the edito-

rial board who attended a meeting to
discuss the ad. Members expressed
personal concerns over the ad's content, but a final decision was made to
run the ad.
The editors of The Guardian believe any group that denies the systematic murder of more than 6 million people by the Nazi German state
during the 1933-1945 period blatantly
disregards the truth, as verified on
film, in Nazi documents and by the
physical presence of concentration
camps throughout Europe — and by
Holocaust survivors.
The fact remains, however, there
are those who refute the the Holocaust.
There are some who think the best
way to deal with dissenting opinions
is to prevent them from being expressed, a view not supported by The
Guardian.
We believe the best way to deal
with Holocaust deniers is to expose
them and bring the issue into the
public spotlight. What better place is
there than a college or university

setting?
But we also believe using our free
editorial space to disclaim or refute
the CODOH ad because it offends
readers sets a bad precedent.
If CODOH or any other controversial group submitted a letter to the
editor, its only cost would be postage.
Accepting a controversial ad simply because an advertiser paid for its
appearance may seem crass, but it is
a fact of The Guardian's and most
other newspapers' existence. Seventy percent of our operating budget
comes not from state funding, but
from self-generated advertising revenue.
The CODOH ad read, in part:
"Deborah Lipstadt argues in her
much-praised Denying the Holocaust, that revisionists ('deniers')
should not be debated because there
'can not be' another side to the Holocaust story. She charges that it is
'hateful' to listen to a defense of
those accused of mass murder. In
essence, she argues that we bury

America's old civil values of free
inquiry and open debate ... If you
refuse to accept the Lipstadt clique as
your intellectual J'uhrers, you risk
being slandered as an 'anti-semite.'"
Some faculty members suggested
we trivialize the Holocaust by running an ad critical of the Memorial
Museum. They charged The Guardian should educate students about
the Holocaust rather than print distorted viewpoints of a neo-Nazi organization.
We believe our readers are intelligent enough to discern the truth of
the Holocaust based on information
gathered from diverse sources. We
feel the CODOH ad. precisely because it offends some readers and
provokes debate, informs people
about the passions aroused by memories of the Holocaust.
We believe allowing CODOH to
advertise does not trivialize Nazi
atrocities — rather, it honors those
who were persecuted and killed by a
state that sought conformity of
thought and action from its citizens.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

The Guardian is no place for a CODOH ad
I am appalled that there was no
editorial comment accompanying
this advertisement and even more
so that The Guardian accepted
money for this ad.
While the Revisionist school of
thought on this issue certainly has
some followers, most academicians
and average, intelligent people
have enough common sense not to
believe a group which states that,
basically, the Holocaust did not
happen. Such opinions fly in the
face of a substantial body of evidence to the contrary.
Our own Dunbar Library houses
the "Emmanuel Ringelblum Collection of Oral History Memoirs of
the Holocaust" which documents
the histories of no less than 34
Holocaust survivors.
The man for whom the collection was named was not so fortunate. Ringelblum, a Polish Jew
who miraculously survived the
Warsaw Uprising (1943), was
executed by firing squad in 1944 in
Warsaw.
An article about Elie Wiesel
could have been printed. He is a
Holocaust survivor and was just at

(the University of Dayton) for the
dedication ceremonies of a new
Humanities building. This man has
dedicated his life to exposing the
atrocities committed by the Nazi
regime against the Jews and other
"undesirables."
Perhaps you haven't seen the
film footage taken by U.S. servicemen when they liberated the concentration camps (or other such
documentary films) or read any of
the numerous memoirs of those
who lost everything they owned
and ever/one they loved to the
Nazi terror. I suggest you do.
I realize that you are giving the
Revisionists their right to free
speed , press, etc. But don't de
mean the survivors, the victims,
their families, and those who have
devoted their careers to teaching
others about the Nazis and their
Holocaust.
If you insist on printing such an
ad, at least make a little room in
your paper for the other side of the
issue.
ANNA TRUMAN
graduate student

I, as a member of the Wright
State University staff, would like to
formally protest the Nazi, Fascist,
Anti-Semitic advertisement...
This advertisement, under the
guise of pu/suing so called "open
debate" regarding the Holocaust, is
nothing but a repetition of the "Big
Lie" propaganda.
This policy was advocated by
the Propaganda Chief of the Third
Reich, Dr. Goebbels.
This "open debate" is about as
futile as an open debate about
gravity, or oxygen. Do they really
exist or not?
I realize that Wright State
University is open to diversity, but
this advertisement is sick, especially appearing the week before
Veteran's Day.
The Holocaust Museum doesn't
attempt to prove a thing. It, like
any other museum tries to memorialize and preserve for future generations, one of the great tragedies
of ail time.
If the Jewish People of Europe
along with Slavs and Gypsies and
other non-Aryan people were not
exterminated like vermin, what

happened to them?
In the I930's there was a thriving Jewish community in Germany
and Austria, by the end of the'war
(1945) it was gone, obliterated.
Ask any veteran who served in
Europe and participated in the
liberation, and he will tell you of
first hand experience of the Holocaust. As a wise sage once said, "A
people who do not learn their
history are doomed to repeat it."
This advertisement is just an
attempt by neo-Nazis to whitewash the Nazi war crimes and
establish the Fifth Reich.
I'm sure that if you accepted an
advertisement as anti-Black as this
advertisement was anti-Semitic,
you would have the blacks on
campus up in arms.
After accepting this advertisement regarding the Holocaust, are
you now prepared to accept one
offering an open debate on the
"Genetic Inferiority of the Negro
Race?"
I would hope not.
MOGAN WHEELER
Dayton

U.S. Department of Education plans no
reversal of disability services grant decision
Editor's note: This letter was received by Tim Ling of Dayton in
response to a letter he wrote to the
U.S. Department of Education in protest of the decision to end WSU's
disabilities services grant.
The (Wright State) University's
application was evaluated by three
non-federal experts in the field of
education.
After the University was informed of our decision that funding

would not be renewed, a formal
appeal was submitted.
At the University's request, U.S.
Department of Education staff
reviewed all relevant information
and concluded that the original
evaluation of the three experts was
both thorough and fair.
A numerical score was assigned
by each reader and average scores
for all applications were arrayed in
rank order. With the funds available, the Department was able to

support the 701 highest ranked
applications received.
It is regrettable that funds were
exhausted before Wright State
University's application could be
reached in the descending rank
order.
We are well aware of the great
need disabled students have for the
type of services provided by
projects funded under the Student
Support Services program.
Unfortunately, Federal funds are

not available to meet all of these
needs.
Nonetheless, we sincerely hope
that Wright State University will
find other means to continue the
many worthy activities discussed in
its proposal.

RICHARD T. SONNERGREN
director
Division of Student Services
U.S. Department of Education
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Students encounter additional
stress from papers and projects as
the quarter draws to a close
By JOANNE HUIST SMITH
Special Writer
Term papers, research papers and final
exams, each a snowflake in an academic
storm, collectively gather into a giant snowball speeding downhill toward an immovable object, the end of the quarter. Enter
stress.
"If you're not brain dead, then you're
affected by stress," said Dr. Richard Want/..
a counselor educator in WSU's human services department.
Wantz explained stress occurs whenever a person is in a situation that conflicts
with his or her values or expectations.
"If a student has an expectation to receive an A or B on a course and he gets to the
end of that course and realizes he hasn't
studied enough to earn that kind of grade."
Wantz said, "everything starts piling up on
him. He starts feeling overloaded and overwhelmed. That's stress."
Fatigue, irritability, procrastination and
a short temper are a few of the early warning
signs of stress. Stress can also manifest
itself in physiological symptoms such as a
headache, upset stomach, racing heartbeat
or inability to sleep.
Though we may not be able to eliminate

" I f a student has an
expectation to receive
an A or B on a course
and he gets to the end
of that course and realizes he hasn't studied
enough to earn that
kind of grade, everything starts piling up
on him... That's stress."
—Dr. Richard
Wantz

stress from our lives, there are precautions
we can take to lessen its severity. Wantz
suggests keeping in good physical shape.
People who work out and have good cardiovascular functioning tend to work out their
stress and frustration. (Be sure to have a
doctor's clearance to do so.)
He also recommends taking periodic
breaks from work or study. Be persistent
when working on tasks, but don't work nine
or 10 hours without giving both mind and
body a change of scenery.
People whodevelop good problem-solving skills will know how to figure their way
out of a jam, according to Wantz.
These skills can be learned just like Frederick A. White Health Center is open to
study skills. There are many books and all students 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday
tapes available on the subject. Friends may through Friday.
"If you're feeling overwhelmed, having
also be able to lend a hand; see what works
difficulty functioning in class or socially and
for them.
you
can't see a way out. you may want to
"Keep in mind," Wantz said, "grades arc
only one reflection of you. If you don't consider a visit to the center," said psycholmake the highest mark you would like to ogy resident Donna Plunkett.
No appointment is necessary. Plunkett
have made, it doesn't mean you're a worthsaid. Students who wish to speak to a counless person."
selor
should go to the center and fill out an
WSU students who believe they are
reaching the limit of their ability to cope application for services.
Applicants are then assigned individual
with stress have access to free counseling
services. The personal counseling services or group counseling sessions depending on
center located on the second floor of the their needs.

Stress relievers
Dr. Richard Wantz, a counselor educator in WSU's human services department, offers these tips to help survive
end-of-the-quarter stress:
Prioritize — Determine
what has to be done first.
Manage time — Pace
yourself and eliminate unnec
essary tasks.
Be realistic—Agree to do
all tasks but realize you may
not be able to make them perfect in the time available.
Eat — Be sure to eat three
nutritious meals each day.
Exercise — Give yourself
the luxury of a short walk
between tasks.
Rest—Work time for sleep
into your schedule.
Wantz also suggests reflecting on past stressful experiences and using these situations as learning tools.
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for a struggle of religious freedom "
But Hanukkah doesn't hold the
same importance for Jews as ChristImagine walking onto campus mas does for Christians, he said.
one morning and everyone wishing More important Jewish holidays take
you a Happy Moon Day. You sud- place in the fall: however. Klatzkin
denly realize your office is closed feels Hanukkah is special for other
and you're at home while a majority reasons.
"Hanukkah
of your friends and neighbors try > >ut
their new gins and prepare to sit is a particularl
favorite holiday
down for a festive holiday dinner.
To many Jews, this situation is a of the year." he
reality. What some Jews reicr to as said. "There arc
the "December Dilemma" is right people who ceiebr.Me no othej
around the corner.
but
Hanukkah, an eight-day celebra- holidays.
tion in vol vinga nightly candle light- they'll celebrate this one."
Klatzkin said understanding and
ing ritual, begins Dec. 9. This Jewish Festival of Lights commemo- recognizing varying beliefs can alrates the rcdedicalion of the Temple leviate the exclusion of a group.
"I think the most important thing
by the Maccabees after their victory
is to be aware that there are other
over the Syrians.
"The holiday is celebrated the people who don' I celebrate the same
day after the war ended recognizing thing. Simply understand, know and
the result of the war—to serve God be aware of differences." Klatzkin
and the freedom gained," said Rabbi said. "We should be able to appreciShmuel Klatzkin of Hillel Academy ate and enjoy difference."
Some people believe Hanukkah
in Dayton. "It's a commemoration
By KIMBKRLY A. BIRD
Staff Writer

celebrates or refraining from any
son of holiday acknowledgment at
all fosters a supportive relationship.
"1 don't have a problem getting
holiday cards or season's greetings
cards. What"seven nicer is a Hanuk kah card, but if someone sends me a
card with a manger scene, it's insulting." Kotler said.
Rabbi Samuel Press of Beth
Abraham Sv lagogue
explained three options
for dealing publicly
with the upcoming
holiday season. Ill'"
first option he explained is to ignore
the celebration of any religious holiday. A second option involves joining in and celebrating in the spirit of
learning. Lastly. Press said a person
could celebrate each holiday without delving into the religious context. In this way the social aspects
are emphasized rather than spiritual
components.
"I personally feel out the situation," Press said. "I can't decide for
someone else how to respond to the
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THA I- WEST

RES IA LIRA NT

THE AUTHENTIC THAI RESTAURANT

EXPERIENCE
THE MOST EXQUISITE. TANTALIZING. ORIENTAL
IN A TRULY UNIQUE ATMOSPHERE

10% OFF WITH
STUDENT I.D.

GO AHEAD

INDULGE YOURSELF'

CATERING S CARRY OUT ALSO

••• O P E N 7 D A Y S PER WEEK - 11 A M TO 10 PM —
6118 CHAM8ERSBURG ROAD, HUBER HEIGHTS (AT HUBER CENTRE)
T E L E P H O N E 237-7767

SPRING 94 STUDENT TEACHING
AND PRACTICUM
Applications for Student Teaching and Practieum (Special Ed and
School Nurse) are being taken at scheduled sessions during November
15 through November 19.1993. If you plan on doing Student Teaching
or Practicum during Spring Quarter 1994 you must attend one of
these sessions. Information is posted on the third floor of Millet! Hall.
Phone calls or questions should be directed to 873-2107, Office of
Professional Field F.v "eriences in 320 Milieu.

Accepting Applications
for Crew Positions

VMld

professional writingcertificateat WSU.
"What's happened is Christmas has
becomecommerciali/ed. People live
in a world where around them there's
so much celebrating with parties,
presents and decorations that they
kind of adopted it."
As for showing consideration
for other's beliefs, Kotler feels recognizing the holiday another person

thin
Is the drive to be

ruling your life?

Consider a new direction...
It you believe you are suffering Irom
anorexia nervosa or bulimia nervosa.
there is help lor you. Miami Valley
Hospital now oilers a comprehensive
partial hospitalization eating disorders
program. The program focuses on
healthy eating, body image, and
relationship and self esteem issues
A partial hospitalization model is

Full/Part Time

designed to allow you to live at home

Flexible Hours

curriculum LET US HELP YOU ON

Benefits A v a i l a b l e

MORE INFORMATION OR A FREE

A d v a n c e m e n t Opportunities

and maintain your educational
THE ROAD TO RECOVERY FOR
ASSESSMENT CALL 513-220-2732
All calls ate conliden;ial

Most insurances accepted.

Apply In Person:

2724 Col. Glenn Hwy
Fairborn

•
SPOTLIGHT

has gained importance because of
today's Christmas rituals
"According to our religion, we
have a number of days where we are
not supposed to work and
Hanukkah's not one of them." said
Beth Kotler, a student working to-

MVH MiamiValley Hospital
The Region's Leader

Candle lighting during Hanukkah symbolically celebrates past
events Exchanging gifts during the
holiday has come about more recently.
"The spiritual part is more important than the tangible. Within the
individual there's the power Us dispel darkness with our deeds. In the
darkest part of the year, a candle
lights a room." Press said. "Light
can sweep away darkness."
Despite the closeness in time
between Hanukkah and Christmas,
there's no religious connection between the two. Press explained the
proximity of the two holidays reminds many Jews of the importance
of their religion and the effort they
make toward preserving it.
"It makes us mindful that we
always have to be vigilant about
freedom," he said.
Hanukkah represents a personal
see "Hanukkah"
continued on page 16
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SPOTLIGHT
By MARTHA HOWARD
Spotlight Editor
As December draws to a close,
many people look to the new year
and what ihe future holds. Some
African-Americans, however, observe Kwanzaa. a holiday centered
around the unique culture Africans
contributed to our society.
Dr. Maulana Ron Karenga created Kwan/aain 1966 as a celebration of African culture and tradi
tion focused on self-determination,
self-esteem and self-respecl.
Karenga, professor and chair of
black studies at California State
University at Long Beach, hoped
the holiday would also encourage
parents to educate their children
about their rich heritage.
An important aspect of
Kwanzaa involves reflecting on
seven African principles collectively known as Nguzo Saba. Each
evening from Dec. 26 to Jan. I
families gather to light one candle
on a kinara, a seven-candle

candleabrum, and discuss the principle of the day. Some families
also exchange small gifts during
Kwanzaa, but this practice varies
from family to family.
Lynette Heard, associate director of public relations, said
she first became
aware of Kwanzaa
asa result of acommunity Kwanzaa
she attended.
"Since then we
have participated as
a family." she said.
"It'sajoy and a delight to be able to do
that because it helps us to. for the
new year, re-engage our children
and understand what we have as
expectations for our family."
While Kwanzaa has roots in the
African-American tradition. Heard
believes what the holiday symbolizes may be applied worldwide.
"The principles, the Nguzo Saba,
are some of the pri nciples by which
all of us should live." Heard said.

"We try to use those times for the
children to understand their heritage and the importance of
ethnicity, but also to understand
how the woridview is very much
connected to those principles."
Heard said the holiday is a
chance for

Celebrating

•
I

her three
sons to look at these principles and
tind ways to apply them in their
daily living.
"Specifically, the purpose is to
unite Ihe African portion of our
culture with the American part,"
said Lillion Barnes-Andrews of the
National Afro-American Museum
and Cultural Center in Wilberforce.

Because traditional West African
culture is so similar to AfricanAmerican culture, BarnesAndrews said, Kwanzaa allows an
opportunity to talk alx.ut the connection between the two cultures.
"Kwanzaa is that eyeopener," she said.
Both Barnes-Andrews and
Heard stress Kwanzaa is not
an alternative to Christmas.
Most families celebrate Kwanzaa in addition toall other holiday festivities.
Heard's family
also participates in
holiday activities which
uphold the seven principles. In the
past they have gone to Children
Services to distribute toys to needy
children. The Heards also help out
each year with Food for Friends at
the Salem Mall.
"I am absolutely committed to
helping my kids understand that
they're very fortunate and very
lucky." Heard said.

THE SEVEN PRINCIPLES OF KWANZAA
Familiescclebrating Kwanzaa
uphold the following African principles. collectively known as
Nguzo Saba, during the sevenday holiday. The lerms are taken
from Kiswahili. an East African
language.
UMOJA — unity
KUJICHAGULIA — selfdetermination
UJIMA —• collective work and
responsibility
UJAMAA — cooperative
economics
NIA — purpose
KUUMBA — creativity
I M A M — faith

The office of student activities
at Sinclair Community College
sponsors an early Kwanzaa celebration Friday from 4 p.m. to 6
p.m. in the ballroom in Building
Seven. Entertainment and refreshments highlight the National AfroAmerican Museum's Kwanzaa festivities Dec. 29 at 7 p.m.
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S t u d e n t s ' w o r k p a y s off
Bv JESSE NARTKER
Special Writer
If you are a student looking for a
job on the Wright State University
campus, you will probably find it
after talking with Brent Young, director of student employment.
As director. Young does more
than help students fnd employment;
he also oversees university departments to make sure they adhere to
rules and regulations. Young has
held this position since 1988.
Students wishing tofindajobon
campus can visit the student employment office to check out opportunities. The office also offers information about off-campus jobs.

Office of
academic
affairs solicits
donations for
WSU professor
Dr. James Johnson, assistant
professor of music and director
of the Wright State University
Gospel Choir, lost his home to a
fire Nov. 5 that completely destroyed the house and all the possessions within. WSU's office of
academic affairs has set up a fund
to help Johnson and his family in
their time of need.
Donations may be sent to
James Johnson, c/o Lillie
Howard, Office of Academic
Affairs, 105E Allyn Hall, WSU.
Make checks payable to James
Johnson; do not send cash. For
more information, call 873-3035.

Meijer. Mead Data Central and
Dayton Power and Light are major
sources for student employment,
according to Young. The new mall
opening in Beavercreek has been
the most recent employer of a large
number of students, lie said. These
employers usually send a representative to the student employment
office to tell Young and i?is crew
about positions open to students.
If students wish to work on campus. they may work up to 20 hours
weekly if they have a grade point
average less than 3.0. Student employment allows students who maintain a GPA of 3.0 or higher to work
up to 30 hours a week.
Many students come to the of-

fice looking for employment in their
area of study. "This can't always be
done, but wedo what weean," Y oung
said.
Between 2.000 and 3,000 studentsfindjobs through the campus
employment office each year, he
said. "This year there are atxiut 2.5(H)
students working on campus."
Young said. "More students are
working on campus than all faculty
and staff combined."
"Most departments on campus
feel the university couldn't function
without the student employees." he
added.
Young also works closely with
the Federal Work-Study Program.
The program is administered by the

finan. .al aid office and is
based on thefinancialneed
of the student. When a student is hired as a workstudy employee, the department pays for a quarter of
the salary. Federal subsidies provide the remainder
of the student's wages. If a
department hires four
photo Dy scon (Jozzoiino
work-study students, it
pays the same amount of Tamara Armstrong helps Pete
wages as when one non- Ziehler with paperwork in WSU's
work-study employee is student employment otfice.
hired.
'The jobs on campus are requir- these days."
Young';, office isalwaysopcn to
ing more responsibilities from the
students." Young said. So far stu- students who want to stop in and
dents seem to be dealing with the apply for employment or ask quesresponsibilities very well, he said. tions about off-campus positions.
"I think the students are more "Stop in anytime and we'll see what
professional and more responsible we can do." Young said.
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Tan & Tone, Inc.

• Hosts/ Hostesses

• Bartenders

• Bussers

• Grill Cooks
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• Fry Cooks
• Broiler/ Saute' Cooks
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REVIEWS
FILM

and-guts element is toned down,
there's still plenty of violence and
action — a kiddie movie this isn't.
This time, a Japanese conglomerate takes over the corrupt OCP
police corporation, al lowing the film
to take some timely shots at Japan's
ROBOCOP3 * * *
Robocop was both a visceral ac- notoriously ruthless business praction film and a vicious satire of tices (not that their American partcorporate America. After one infe- ners are any less greedy or immoral).
rior sequel which tried loo hard to There is also a strong parallel to
top the original, director/co-writer Nazism when police round up homeFred Dekkcr has reinvigorated the less people and take them against
series with this entertaining third their will to "rehabilitation camps."
Aside from the socio-political
installment. But don't let the PG-13
rating fool you — while the blood- aspects, Roho 3 is simply good, dirty

domineering way. Unfortunately,
that's not enough to justify sitting
through this painfully slow, excruciatingly dull, depressing and humorless film. (Robert Meeker)

lievable. It doesn't help that Bates'
charactcr is possibly the most unappealing and unsympathetic protagoCARLITO'S WAY * * * * *
This is without a doubt one of the nist in recent film history.
The film's one bright spot is the
best movies released this year. The
Fugitive and In the Line of Fire also surprisingly good performance by
contending-. Carlito's Way is the Edward Furlong as the oldest son
story of Carlito Brigante, a big time who rebels, against his mother's
Puerto Rican gangster, played marvelously by A1 Pacino. When Carlito
V R I N C ! P I. K s of
is released from prison he pledges
not to return to the underworld.
But the streets kcepcalling. Sean
Penn gives a magnificent performance as Carlito's coked-up lawyer
who requests his help in a prison
breakout, but the rescue goes wrong
and Carlito is back where he started
Carlito has plans, though. He
opens a nightclub and hopes to eventually get out of the country and stai
over with his girlfriend (Penelope
Ann Miller). Good luck.
The last 45 minutes of this movie
are some of the most intense ever
filmed thanks to non-stop action and
thefinedirection of Brian DePalma.
If you see one movie this holiday
season, see Carlito's Way. (R) (Anthony Shoemaker)
GETTYSBURG • *
This movie, abeautifill re-enactment of the three-day encounter between the Union and the Rebels in
Gettysburg. Penn., is right up Civil
War buffs' alley. There really is no
star of thii film, but it is filled with
fine performances, most notably Jeff
Daniels (Arachnophobia) as Union
leader Col. Joshua Chamberlain.
This epic has an all-star cast,
including Martin Sheen, Tom
Berenger and Sam Elliot. However,
thefinecast can'tsave this four hour
plus picture from seeming a little
drawn out — it makes Dances with
Wolves seem like a commercial.
Had thefilmbeen shorter, maybe
it would be more enjoyable. Give
this movie a shot if you can find the
time. (PG) (Anthony Shoemaker)
A HOME OF OUR OWN *
Kathy Bates stars in this overwrought period melodrama as a
single mother with six kids who
leaves her job and inexplicably decides to move from L.A. to Idaho.
She'sdeterminedtobuild herdream
house without any money, so she
and her chi Idren suffer and struggle,
stubbornly refusing anyone's help.
Thisplotline is both illogical and
predictable — director Tony Bill
and screenwriter Patrick Duncan
have taken a supposedly tnie story
and rendered it completely unbe-
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fun. Dekkerduplicates Verhoeven's
satirical and nightmarish vision of
America's urban future without
copying the original too closely or
overdoing the pyrotechnics. Fans of
the original film will not be disappointed. (Robert Meeker)
SCHOOL TIES * * *
Set in 1955,thiscompellingfilm
focuses on young football quarterback David Green, played by
Brendan ftaser(EncinoMan). He is
sec "Reviews"
continued on page 16
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UNFORTUNATELY, THIS IS WHERE
PEOPLE ARE PUTTING
TOO MANY RETIREMENT DOLLARS.

E

v e r y y e a r , a lot o( p e o p l e m a k e a
huge mistake on their t a x e s . T h e y
don't take a d v a n t a g e of tax deferral a n d
wind up sending Uncle Sam money they
could b e saving for retirement.
F o r t u n a t e l y , t h a t 's a m i s t a k e y o u c a n
easily a v o i d w i t h T I A A - C R E F S R A s .
S R A s not only ease y o u r current taxbite. they offer a r e m a r k a b l y easy w a y
t o build retirement income—especially
for the " e x t r a s " that y o u r regular pension
a n d S o c i a l S e c u r i t y b e n e f i t s m a y not
cover. Because y o u r c o n t r i b u t i o n s are
m a d e in b e f o r e - t a x d o l l a r s , y o u p a y less
t a x e s now. A n d s i n c e all e a r n i n g s o n
y o u r S R A a r c t a x - d e f e r r e d a s well, t h e

m o n e y y o u don't send to Washington
w o r k s even h a r d e r for y o u . D o w n the
road, that can make a dramatic difference
in y o u r q u a l i t y o f life.
W h a t else m a k e s S R A s s o s p e c i a l ?
A range of allocation choices—from the
g u a r a n t e e d s e c u r i t y of T1AA t o t h e
diversified investment accounts of
C R E F ' s variable annuity—all backed
by the nations number one retirement
system.
W h y w r i t e off the chance for a more
r e w a r d i n g retirement? Call t o d a y and
learn m o r e a b o u t how T I A A - C R E F
SRAs can help you enjoy many
happy returns.

Benefit now from tax deferral. Call our SRA hotline 1800-842-2733,

ext.

75 y e a r s o f e n s u r i n g t h e f u t u r e
f o r t h o s e w h o s h a p e it!"
CREF«rt,finU,ar,
TIAA-CREF
call I tiV-W-27' >. txi. 1016 h' a fro*<!*>•

lit rmfuuu cur, 1*11v Mm ym iftit
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"Reviews" "Hanukkah"
continued from page 12

continued from pagi 15

the best football player this prep
school has ever seen and the learn is
looking at a state championship.
But when a jealous teammate
reveals the new quarterback is Jewish. everything changes David is
forced to put up w ith ridicule from
his roommate, has Nazi .symbols
placed in his room and loses all of
what he thought were his friends.
School Ties is a good Hint with a
bright, young cast that plays out this
story of friendship turned to bigotry.
It 's not classic, but it's thought provoking and entertaining. (PG-13)
Show ing in the Rathskeller Nov. 18
at 4 p.HI. and Nov. 19 at 5 p.m.
(Anthony Shoemaker)

celebration for Rob Ryan, a political
science major at WSU. In a society
represented largely by Christians.
Ryan feels religious holiday celebrations are best kept at home to
refrain from excluding persons of
varying beliefs.
"I'draihersee norcligiousaffiliations. because not every one is religious." he said. "Holiday celebra-

tions should be a personal choice
which takes place at home. Instead
of a Chrisunas tree on the Governor's
law n, why not a peace sign?"
Gary Dickstein. Village manager and coordinator of greek life,
believes celebrating a specific religious holiday at work or within student organizations can exclude
people and send negative messages.
"In a work setting, an organization typically has partio in December and thev call them Christmas

parties. When they do that, it ex- mas,'" Dickstein said.
Overall, he believes recognizing
cludes me." Dickstein said. "Orwhen
you're shopping people say. 'Merry the differences in people and acChristmas." That's not being as sen- knowledging various beliefs as well
sitive as you could be. When I an- as people's right to those beliefs is
swer people I say Happy Holi- important.
"It's all a matter of being redays.'"
Dickstein explained it's only spectful of others and taking aminute
natural lhat people use Christmas to give some thought to the fact not
every one is the same as you are."
greetings during December
"A lot of people don't doit delib- Dickstein said. "It's all about being
erately. A majority of people have okay w ith people who are different
been socialized to say "Merry Christ- than vou are."

V-tr'~&&k

MUSIC
THE AFGHAN WHIGS —
GENTLEMEN * * * *
Greg Dulli and the Cincinnati
boys are bak with an extra article in
their name and the follow-up to
1991 's Congregation. Although the
Whigs' latest effort covers ground
touched before, namely semi-autobiographical confessions of dysfunctional and somewhat sadistic relationships. Gentlemen show s the band
has every right to the acclaim it's
received.
"Debonair." the album'sfirstrelease. iscurrently climbing the alternative charts, but wrenching tracks
like "Be Sweet" and "My Curse"
(featuring Marcy Mays of Scrawl)
prove these gentlemen haven't sold
out. (Martha Howard)
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f i n i s h e d b;at your p r i n t e r
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DIGITAL UNDERGROUND
— THE BODY HAT SYNDROME •
TheUnderground'sjuniorCD is
a funky refresher from the last' .P.
Sons ofthe P. The beats are fresh and
chunky and the crew keeps you fascinated with their crazy lyrics and
skits. D.U. actually goes more political with all the fun. which
makes it interesting. No "Humply
Dances" this time around — pop
material is definitely underground.
(Christopher Joseph)
KRS-ONE — RF.Tl R.\ OF
THEBOOM-RM' * * * *
KRS-One' s seventh LP isminus
tile crew. BDP (Boogie Down Productions ). he usually rolls with. This
provides new DJ's like DJ Premier.
Kid Capri and others to drop and to
provide fresh material for Kris
Parker. Listeners get one of KRS's
best offerings since By Any Means
Necessary and Criminal Minded.
Topics are heavy but KRS decides
to subdue them to get better entertainment. The last cut is all heavy,
but it's loo fresh for '93 to even care.
(Christopher Joseph)

With Visa* you'll be accepted at more than
10 million places, nearly three times more than American Express.
And that's not a misprint.
Visa. It's Everywhere You Want To Bel

-CVisa USA. Wc 1993-
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Women's Volleyball
• Wis.-Grcen Bay del. WSU 1015,15-17. 15-11. 15-12. 16-1-4
! WSU dcf. Wis. Milwaukee 15I. 13-15. 15-13. 15-5
Eastern Illinois del. WSU 1513,15-8. 15-11
i Indiana St. def. WSU 15-6, 1513.9-15, 15-9
| Butler def. WSU 16-14. 15-6.
12-15. 15-9

By ROBB KKVIN
Sports Editor

Men's Soccer
Bradley dcf. WSU 1-0
WSU def. Louisville 1-0
Wis.-Milw.dcf. WSU 3-1
WSU def. Valparaiso 4-0
Men's Swimming
Oakland dcf. WSU 146-97
WSUdef.BGSU 135-102
WSU def. Miami 124-119
WSU dcf. Ohio U. 136-107
Women's Swimming
Oakland def. WSU 126-117
BGSUdef. WSU 127-116
Miami dcf. WSU 182-116
Ohio U. def. WSU 122-121

i

Men's Cross Country
Finished 26th out of 29 teams in
I the NCAA District IV Regional :
Women's Cross Country
j Finished 17th out of 33 teams in j
| the NCAA District IV Regional j

Spores

L_I

Nov. 18
Women's basketball hosts
Muldavia 6:30 p.m.
Men's basketball hosts Athletes
In Action 8:30 p.m.

Nov. 19
Women's volleyball hosts
Illinois-Chicago 7 p.m.
Women's swimming hosts Ohio |
St. 6 p.m.
Nov. 20
Women's volleyball hosts
Valparaiso 7 p.m.
Men's and women's swimming j
hosts LSU I p.m.
Nov. 22
Men's basketball hosts Finland
7:30 p.m.
Women's basketball green and
gold game 5 p.m.
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Raiders forced to fill large gaps

The Scores

I

THE C.I'ARPIAN

!
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What do you do when your
team leaders in scoring, rebounding. assists and steals finish their
college careers? You fill the holes
and move on.
Instead of Bill Edwards, the
Raiders career scoring and rebounding leader, and Mark Woods.
WSU's all-time assist and steals
leader, leading the 1993-94 Raiders, names like Mike Nahar, Sean
Hammonds and Darry I Woods will
be seen.
The game plan will be the same,
but those executing the fast break
and pulling down the key rebounds
for WSU may vary.
The focus of this season's squad
will most likely be on seven-foot,
senior center Mike Nahar. or is that
Elvis or the Dunking Dutchman.
Whatever you call him. he's
WSU's man-in-the-middle.
WSU Coach Ralph Undcrhill
tabbed him as the best shooting
center in the country. Not in the
county, not in the city, not even in
the state, but in the country.
That's pretty big company, but
after making good on 21 of his 22
shot attempts during last season
Mid-Continent Conference Tournament. Nahar proved he has the
touch.
"He's got a variety of different
shots." he said. '"I really like his
shooting touch, even if he was six
foot he still has a great shooting
touch."
You could classify the 1992-93
WSU men's basketball team as a
Cinderella story as they reachcd
the NCAA Division I Tournament
for the first time in school history,
but while the faces are new. the
talent remains.
Even though the Raiders have
lost Edwards. Woods, and Chris
McGuirc. who transferred to Miami (OH), Jeff Unverferth and
Rcnaldo O'Neal, the Raiders
shouldn't miss a beat.
With a strong recruiting class
that includes 6-0 junior guard
Darry I Woods, a transfer from Central (KS) Junior College and possible heir to Mark Woods' guard
spot, the Raiders will also welcome back senior forward Sean
Hammonds.
' Hammonds was sidelined early

Preseason
Conference Poll

j
i
j
!
j

1. Illinois-Chicago
2. Cleveland Slate
3. Wright State
4. Northern Illinois
5. Wisconsin-Green Bay
6. Valparaiso
7. Wisconsin-Milwaukee
8. Eastern Illinois
9. Western Illinois
10. Youngstown State

Preseason AllConference Team
F Sherrell Ford
Illinois-Chicago
F S a m Mitchell
Cleveland State
F Casey Schmidt
Valparaiso
C Mike Nahar
Wright State
G David R e d m o n
Valparaiso
G K e n n y Williams
Illinois-Chicago

m

pnoto oy Mam wens

Mike Nahar displays his shooting touch from the outside
during a recent WSU men's basketball practice.
last season when he dislocated his
left knee cap in the third game of
the season against Morehead St.
The addition of Hammonds will
provide an added punch on the
boards.
The job of replacing Mark
Woods will most likely fall into the
quick hands of guard Darryl
Woods.

While the name may be the
same, the Raiders system is a newone to Woods, and will take some
time for him to learn and develop
into the team quarterback, according to Underbill.
"He's a real good kid," he said.
"I like his disposition, he's a good
worker out there in practice, he
really works hard on his defense.

It's going to take a little time for
him to get comfortable with the
point guard situation. He'll just get
better and better as the year goes
on."
The Raiders will start the season in an exhibition game against
Athletes In Action Nov. 18. and
will open their regular season south
of the border at the San Juan
Shootout with the likes of Michigan St. and Marquette.
Mid-Continent Conference action will begin for the Raiders Jan.
5 against Cleveland St.. a conference favorite to claim the title.
The fight to repeat as the conference champions will he a difficult one. according to Underhill.
"The whole conference is just
loaded." he said. "This is the strongest from top to bottom the conference has been."
Yet another season highlight
will be the match-up between WSU
and the University of Day ton Dec.
11 at UD Arena, then again Jan. 8
at the Nutter Center.
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Hammonds returns to crash the boards
By NICK MAPLES
Special Writer
Many people thought they'd seen
Sean Hammond's last days as a star
basketball player tor theWSU men's
basketball team fade away when he
dislocated hislel t knee Dec. 8 against
Morehead St. They were wrong.
Fortunately lor the Raiders and
their fans. Hammonds isn't going to
be denied his chance to shine.
After watching his teammates
win the Mid-Continent Conference
championship and go on to the
NCAA Division I Tournament from
the bench. Hammonds is back.
He put in long hours, working
everyday in the off-season, determined to play again.
"It feels good to be back." said
the senior forward. "I feel bigger,
stronger and quicker than ever before."
Hammonds, like his idol Larry
Johnson of the NBA's Charlotte
Hornets, is a menace on the boards
and possesses a good outside touch.
WSl' Coach Ralph Underhill
knows whatever he needs on a particular night, he can count on Hammonds.
As a freshman, he had a career
high 33 points in a win over Georgia
Southern in the championship game
of theUS AirClassic. and was named
the tournament MVP.

46

It feels good to be buck. I feel bigger,
stronger and quicker than ever before."
— Sean Hammond
In 1991, Hammonds se t a WSU pleted their college careers at WSU
single-game record with 21 rebounds last season.
against Chicago St.
Hammonds knows Woods and
In his career, he currently ranks Edwards are irreplaceable, and said
in the top 10 in rebounding, field "the team will have to come togoal percentage andfieldgoals made. gether" in order to make up for the
Hammonds hopes to break loss.
He believes this year's newcomformer Raider standout Bill Edwards' career rebounding mark of ers look good and should contribute
907 this season. Hammonds is cur
nicely.
The 1993-94 basketball season
rently seventh on the all-time list
wi 11findthe Raiders pitted up againsi
with 594.
The 6-5. 220-pound forward, city rival the University of Dayton
along with returning Raiders Delme Flyers for thefirsttime since WSU' s
Herriman. Mike Nahar and Andy stunning 101-99 upset over the FlyHoldemian, hopes lo lead WSU back ers in 1989.
to the Big Dance.
Hammonds was part of the win,
With the addition of Wisconsin- and hopes to keep a perfect record
Milwaukee to the conference and against the Fl>ers for his career.
preseason favorites Cleveland St.
A nativeof Louisville, KY, Hamand Illinois-Chicago, the task will monds didn't really realize how
be more difficult than ever before. much the game meant to local hoop
Adding to WSU's difficulties fans his freshman year.
Now Hammonds, a fifth-year
are the holes left by the loss of guard
Mark Woods, the Raiders' all-time redshirt senior, is excited about the
photo By Mark Wells
assist and steals leader, and forward crosstown match-up and is anxious
Bill Edwards. WSU's all-time lead- to keep the local braggii.g rights at Sean Hammonds has worked hard during the off season to
get back to playing condition for the 1993-94 season.
ing scorer and rcboundcr. who com- WSU.

A season of injuries and bad luck concludes for WSU
By ROBB ERVIN
Sports Editor
The WSU men's soccer team
won't be suffering any more losses
in overtime or any more injuries- the
1993 schedule is complete.
Yes. a season full of injuries and
frustrations has finally come to a
close for the Raiders.
It would be nice to say the Raiders dominating 4-0 victory over
Valparaiso Nov. 10 characterized
their season, but you can't.
With preseason expectations of
challenging for the Mid-Continent
Conference title. WSU struggled all
season long against its conference
foes.
The Raidersfinished8-7-4overall and 3-3-2 in conference action,
with the win over Valparaiso keeping WSU above .500.
WSU shut down Valpo's offense, allowing only six shots on
goal, while the Raider's offense had
12.
The scoring opened with a goal
by sophomore Brett Becker, assisted
by senior Jochen Freidhofer.
Freidhofer then scored on a goal
of his own, along with freshman
Jason Maxfield and senior Paul

Kevin Harvey (above) tied with Brett Becker and J o c h e n Freidhofer a s the leading point
scorers for the Raiders with 12, combining three goals with six a s s i s t s his senior year.
McGillivary.
Afterfinishingthe 1992 season
13-3-2, the Raiders could never get
on track as injuries often kept WSU
starters on the sidelines.
"The injuries certainly hurt us,"
WSU Coach Greg Andrulis said. "It
seemed like almost everything thai
could've gone wrong at one time or
the other did."
"One guy would get healthy,
then another guy would get injured.

It was like always mending fences
from week to week."
With the end of a season comes
ihe good-byes to the seniors on the
team.
For the Raiders, this means losing two of their top three point scorers of the season in Kevin Harvey
(12) and Freidhofer (12), along with
fellow seniors McGillivary, Matt
Wascovich, Jeff Clark. Graham
Levy and Rob Drake.

Andruliscommended Harvey for
not only a successful season, but a
successful career with the Raiders.
"Kevin just had a great year for
lis," said Andrulis. "He's almost a
prototype of a player that's been
successful at Wright State.
A very hard worker, good in
school, no nonsense, just shows up
every day, never an iota of concern
or trouble in his whole career. He's
a coach's dream."

Even though the Raiders
struggled through a season marked
by injuries and close defeats. WSU
never threw in the towel according
to Andrulis.
"The guys did well in holding
up." he said. "Certainly it's not the
kind of season we had expected, and
it's not ihe kind of season we hope lo
make a pattern of."
The team MVP was junior
midfielder Shane Jeanfreau. with
Harvey and McGillivary sharing the
Raider Award, and Newcomer of
Ihe Year going to sophomore Chad
Kingsbury who transferred from
Detroit-Mercy.
Through fund raising by the players since last spring, the Raiders will
travel to Dingolfing. Germany, the
home of WSU's Freidhofer, lo play
local club teams.
"I think it'll be a great experience all the way around," said Andrulis.
"Soccer wise, educationally, culturally, I can't find anything negative even to think about for the trip.
Soccer wise it's going to be a wonderful experience.
If all the players are like Jochen.
then we're really going to have our
hands full."
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Long climb to the top continues for WSU
By BILL SHEA
Associate Writer
With the shadow of recent history over its head, the WSU
women's basketball team is sei to
kick off the 1993-94 season.
The Raiders have not had a
winning season since 1987-88
when they posted a 17-11 record.
Since then. WSU has won only 34
games, while losing a stunning 105
in the last four seasons.
WSU Coach Terry Hall arrived
at WSU after the Raider's worst
season, the miserable 3-25 debacle
of 1989-90.
Hall has steadily improved
WSU in her three seasons from 424 to 9-18 last year.
When asked about the recent
woes on the court. Hall felt when
she arrived at WSU, the team was
onadownswing. trying to adjust to
becoming a NCAA Division I program.
As for the 1993-94 season. Hall
said the outlook is very promising
and the squad should finish "better
than 9-18".
As Hall pointed out, WSU lost
eight games in the final five minutes last season, and feels ihe main
weakness on the team is scoring.
The Raiders shot only .395 from
the field, a stat Hall said needs
definite improvement.
The Raiders want to improve
their 63.3 points-per-game average to about 70.
The coaching staff has confidence in the newcomers on the
team, all of whom they consider

Preseason Coaches Poll
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Northern Illinois
Wiscot; in-Green Ba;
Valparaiso
Illinois-Chicago
Youngstown State

6. Wisconsin-Milwaukee
7. Cleveland Stale
Wright State
9, Western Illinois
10. Eastern Illinois

Preseason All-Conference Team
1. Shari Toclkc. Valparaiso
2. Lori Haskett. Wesiern Illinois
3. Kim Wood. Wisconsin-Green Bay
4. F.. C. Hill. Northern Illinois
5. Joanne McCarthy. Illinois-Chicago
"high scorers".
Junior guard Joy Westcndorf,
who played for Central Illinois
Community College in 1992. is
expected to become a force off the
bench for the Raiders this season.
She averaged 14.5 points and set a
NJCAA record w 'h 30 assists dur
ing the NJCAA Di > ision II tournament.
Other new faces on the team are
Lori Blanchard and Michelc
Dalbey. both freshmen.
"The weak point on the floor
will be the center position," said
Hall. Lost to graduation is last
season's leading scorer and
rebounder, center Peggy Yingling.
The two leading candidates to
fill her shoes will be sophomore
Heidi Beal, who was second on the
team behind Yingling with 10
blocked shots, and Tracy Nixon, a
junior who lead the team in foul
shooting percentage (.782).
Pressure, fast-break layups and

improved ball-handling are to be
the watchwords for this season.
Running Ihe show for WSU
will be co-captains Melissa Reeves,
a senior forward, and Connie Alig.
a junior guard. Junior forward Lori
Collins has Ihe highest points-pergame average of any returning
player at 9.2. She is expected to
have a similar year to last season,
when she was second on the team
in scoring with 248 points.
The three point shot is one of
ihe main areas Hall wants to improve on for this season. WSU
only atlempied 18! shots from long
range, compared to 346 for the
opposition.
A most telling statistic is junior
guard Jennifer Brigner had 117 ot
those 181 attempts, sinking 41.
Next on the list was Reeves with 23
attempts.
Hall feels more three pointers,
in combination with improved
shooting and the Raider's consis-

photo by Scolt Cozzolino

Jenn.fer Brigner (above) and the WSU women's basketball
team look to shoot three-pointers and increase scoring.
lent defense will win more games son. playing host to Indiana at the
this year.
Nutter Center Dec. 1 at 7:30 p.m..
WSU opened ihe 1992-93 seaThe exhibition season will get
underway Nov. 18 as Ihe Raiders son at Indiana, suffering an 88-44
drubbing at the hands of the Hoohost Muldaviaat 6:30 p.m.
WSU opens at home this sea- siers.
,

Wright State swimmers are on opposite sides of the fence
By SHELLEY GARWOOD
Special Writer

Thcv have more experience and
partment.
"All in all. we are swimming have worked hard although the
average right now." Liddy said. competition has been tough.
It's a case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
"One of the things the men are
"We arc dealing with the regular
Hyde when you take a glimpse at
aches and pains and it is hard to workingon isdepth. inother words,
the WSU men's and women's swim
judge the freshmen limes right now it is more apparent not jusi one
teams.
because they arc new. As for the swimmer is doing a good job. but
The men's squad has gotten out
upperclassman. some are swim- ihe second and third swimmers are
of the blocks quickly with a 5-1
ming well while others need im- also doing well, and I hat's helped a
record, while the women have
lot." said Liddy.
provement."
dropped four straight, putting their
The men will not swim against
The women will be competing
mark at 2-4.
against Ohio Slate University Nov. OSU. but will be back in ihe water
WSU Swimming Coach Matt
19 and Louisiana State University against LSU Nov. 20. WSU deLiddy is still confident the women's
Nov. 20. both of which arc in the feated Miami (OH)University 124swim team can win the Mid-ContiTop 10 in Ihe country. Liddy said 119 Nov. !2.andOU 136-107 Nov.
nent Conference again, despite the
13.
Dhoto by Scott Cozzolino one area of difficulty has been the
slow start.
Liddy is happy with boih the
ability to swim effectively two
Sophomore Jason Dixon dives against Ohio University.
The women won their first two
nights in a row, but hopes this men's and women's teams.
meets against Wisconsin-Green those in the past.
"She has been able to fill any weekend it will not be a problem
"Our ultimate goal is to win ihe
"There are eight freshmen, and spot we put her in. Her ability has and they can win both meets.
Bay and Northern Illinois, but
Mid-Con and qualify people for
have fallen short in their last four for their youth and competition the surprised all of us." he said.
The WSU men's swim team is ihe championships."
team is doing a good job," Liddy
meets,
He is also happy with returning also on a pace to win the MidThe men's team is already on
said
Although the Raiders only lost
senior Amanda Dieter, who was Continent Conference champion- their way. and the women, with
Liddy is pleased wilh the fresh- the WSU Outstanding Female Ath- ship, finishing second last season. some improvement still have a
to Ohio University 122-121. Liddy
attributes the loss to the fact the men of the squad, especially Lana lete last year, and has helped tre- The Raiders' 5-1 record indicates shot at repealing as last season's
team is smaller and younger than Goodrich.
mendously in the leadership de- thev've come together as a team.
conference champions.
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1993-94 WSU women's
basketball schedule

photo by Scott Cozzoiiino

Lori Collins (above) and the Lady Raiders are preparing for
the 1993-94 season, hoping to improve from 9-18 last year.

Nov. 18 Muldavia (Exhibition)*
Nov. 22 Green and Gold Game*
Dec. 1 Indiana*
Dec. 6 Austin Peay
Dec. 8 Evansville
Dec. 11 Cincinnati*
Dec. 17 W. Kentucky
Dec. 20 Dayton
Dec. 22 Morehead St.
Dec. 30 W. Illinois#
Jan. 3 N. Illinois#
Jan. 6 Wis.-Milwaukee*
Jan. 8 Wis.-Green Bay#*
Jan. 13 Cleveland St.#
Jan. 15 Youngstown St.#
Jan. 20 Chicago St.*

Jan. 22 E. Illinois#*
Jan. 27 Valparaiso#*
Jan. 30 Illinois-Chicago#*
Feb. 3 W. Illinois#*
Feb. 5 N. Illinois#*
Feb. 10 Wis.-Milwaukee
Feb. 12 Wis.-Green Bay#
Feb. 17 Cleveland St.**
Feb. 19 Youngstown St.#*
Feb. 26 E. Illinois#
Mar. 3 Valparaiso#
Mar. 5 Illinois-Chicago#
Mar. 10-12 Mid-Continent Conference
Tournament (DcKalb, IL)
* Denotes all home games
#Denotes Mid-Continent Conference games

PLASMA DONORS C A S H I S B A C K
N O M O R E C H E C K S ! H I G H E S T F E E S IN D A Y T O N N E W D O N O R S
(Or 30 day absence) First 4 donations in 2 weeks S25-S20-S20-S20
SERA-TEC BIOLOGICALS
Phone 278-8800
3909 Salem Ave
RTA Bus 6

REGULAR DONATIONS
By weight 2 donations per week
S 1 5 - S 2 0 or $ 1 6 - 2 0

NEW HOURS
Monday-Thm aday 7am-4pm Friday 7am - 3pm
Saturday 7am-12 noon

Why?
Because we
know when
y o u ' r e in
college, vou
need savings
wherever you
c a n find i t ~ .
and n o w you'll
find if h e r e .

Tk

BARNSIDER

find one. But if you're a nurs

taking the first
step toward recycling
can be as easy
in practice

E N V I R O N M E N T A L 1*1
DEFENSE FUND

5 2 0 2 N M A i N STREET
DAYTON OHIO 45415

(513)277 1332

IN THE ARMY,
NURSES AREN'T JUST IN DEMAND.
THEY'RE IN COMMAND.
Any nurse who just wants a job can

postcard to
the Environmental
Defense Fund-Recycling.
257 Park Ave South.
NV. NY. 10010

R E C Y C L E

FINE FOOD & COCKTAILS
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
MARY S E T O M I U E R
PROPRIETOR

Recycling
l> easy. U n l It 7
In lact.
it's one of
the easiest ways
you personally
can make the world
a Detter place

with your level of experience. As
Army officer, you'll command the

RESTAURANTS

Now Hiring:
LINE/PREP COOKS,
KITCHEN STAFF (a.m. shift) &
BUFFET ATTENDANT/COOK
If you have enthusiasm, the desire to
succeed and good references,
Apply in Person. Anytime

ing student who wants to be in

respect you deserv. And with the added

command of your own career, consider

benefits only the Army can offer—a $5000

the Army Nurse Corps You'll be treated as

signing bonus, housing allowances and 4

CHI-CHI'S

a competent professional, given your own

weeks paid vacation—you'll be well in com-

patients and responsibilttiescommensurate

mand of your life. Call 1-800-USA ARMY

*2794 Colonel Glenn Drive
eoe/m/f

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
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Offensive shake-up for WSU volleyball
By AMY PALMER
Staff Writer
Although the Raider voile) hall
team suffered three straight losses
at the Eastern Illinois Tournament
Nov. 12-13, WSU Coach Steve
Opperman said it was mostly due
to a new strategy.
So. why would the coaching
staff choose to throw in a new
strategy nearing the end of their
season?
"We finally woke up," Opperman said.
One concern, according to Opperman, is the players aren't getting any better.
Opperman wants to give them
an opportunity to do so before the
Mid-Continent Conference Tournament starts Nov. 26.
"We had to think of what we
needed to do in order to get the k ids
to the next level," said Opperm. n.
What exactly does this new
strategy entail? A switch in positions, basically.
In their first game against East-

RESERVE

" I t ' s like a basketball team putting in a
whole new offense"
—WSU Coach Steve Opperman
em Illinios Nov. 12, I.aura Parker
and Jenny Moore traded spots. The
reason behind this is simple, Laura
Parker is shining.
Opperman felt it wits necessary
to throw the defense off by letting
every player on the team be outstanding.
While Jenny Moore has indeed
had an impressive season. Opperman and WSU Assistant Coach
Joylynn Mosier explained to her
the necessity of shaking up the
lineup a bit.
Moore is not losing her spot,
she's moving aside somewhat for
other talent on the team.
But all you have to do is look at
the record for the weekend to realize that the team has a few kinks to
work out.

OFFICERS'

Opperman said they went into
play without having really practiced the switch and had to adjust.
When things run smoothly on a
volleyball court, every woman has
a place.
When you get used to a certain
woman covering a certain area, it
becomes a challenge when that
woman changes.
"It's like a basketball team putting in a whole new offense," Opperman said.
The Raiders have this week to
overcome the challenge of adjusting to Oppcrman's changes.
They face Illinois-Chicago
Nov. 19 and Valparaiso Nov. 20.
The Raiders are now 12-4 in Conference and look to make it 14-4 by
the end of the weekend.

T R A I N I N G

file photo

Laura Parker (right) shined in the Eastern Illinois Classic.

CORPS

Stop by The Guardian
to get free tickets to
this event.
Hurry, there are only 8 pairs
of tickets to be given away.
The Guardian is located
down the hall from the
new Bookstore
C i n c i n n a t i R e d s vs.
Major League Baseball Players

PREREQUISITE: ADRENALINE
Drive. Intensity. Those aren't w o r d s
y o u ' r e l i k e l y to s e e in m a n y c o u r s e
requirements. Then again. Army ROTC
is u n l i k e any o t h e r e l e c t i v e . It's
h a n d s - o n e x c i t e m e n t . ROTC will
c h a l l e n g e you mentally and physically t h r o u g h i n t e n s e l e a d e r s h i p
training. Training that builds char-

acter, self-confidence and decisionmaking skills. Again, w o r d s other
c o u r s e s s e l d o m u s e . But t h e y ' r e t h e
credits you n e e d to s u c c e e d in life.
ROTC is o p e n to f r e s h m e n a n d
s o p h o m o r e s without obi: gation and
r e q u i r e s about 4 h o u r s p e r w e e k .
Register this term for Army ROTC.

ARMYROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
Contact CPT Jacqueline Sadie 873-2255 337 Alfyn Hall

Exhibition Basketball Game
at Wright State University's Nutter Center
Portion of proceeds to benefit
The Children's Medical Center
Sunday, N o v e m b e r 28, 5:30 p.m.
Hal Morris
Joe Oliver
Rob Dibble v s
Tim Pugh
John Roper
Steve Foster

Paul O'Neil - Yankees
Chuck C a n - Marlins
Billy Hatcher - Red Sox
Tim Nachring - Red Sox
Mo Sanford - Rockies
Jeff Rcboulct - Twins

(Stvtil players on «ocA team will appear based on avaitablily)

Groups of 10 or more receive a $2 discount, call Greg Gahris at 513/873-4674
Qua ;o construction throughout Die Miami Valley piease plan to a?riv« eafy
Sponsored by

EH

ROYCE*
REAL ESTATE

Troy. Ohio

Tickets available at the Nutter Center Bo* Office (cash only), any
outlet, orj
charge-by phone Day Ion: 513/228-2323 Cincinnati: 513/749-4949 Columbuj:614/43l-360d
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Tap into the huge collegc market when
you want to sell your car. List it in the
Guardian 's "Automotive" section Only
$2 a week for students.

0 3 Events

For side a Tandy 1000RLX w/ Hard
Drive computet. Includes: 60 nig hard
driv \ mouse. 3.5 floppy disk drive.
Desk mate software already on hard drive
w/Norton Textra 2 5 software. Printer
Tandy 132 Dot matrix also included
Price $750. Call 878 0131 ask for Becky
Swanson or leave a message MB#
G537.
Selling doesn't have to be an an form
when you use The Guardian Classifieds
It's just a simple matter of listing the item
in our "For Sale" section. Call 873-5535
for more information.

Make your event a real success. List it in
The Guardian Classifieds. Great for oncampus groups looking for promotion.
Call 873-5535 for more information.

General
For S a l e
Camera for Sale - Minolta Maxxum 9000.
motordrive. 2 flashes, flashgrip. 28-80
and 75-200 f/2.8 leases. SI700 worth- sell
separately (total SI 100) or all for S999.
Tony 435-9815 or 873-5535

Graduating soon? If you arc and you want
to keep in touch with what's going on at
Wright Stale, then sign up for a
subscription to The Guardian. Call 8735535 for subscription rates and
information. By becoming a subscriber
you'!! receive The Guardian delivered by
mail and maintain your ties.

no
am
a

Student Rate
Non-Student Rate
Bold.Italics, Underline
SECTIONS
Automotive
Events

For Sale
General
Help Wanted

Help Wanted

GREEKS & CI.CBS - RAISE UP TO
S1.000 IN JUST ONE WEEK' For your
fraternity, sorority or club. Plus $ I.000
for yourself! And a FREE T-SHIRT just
for calling. 1-800-932-0528. ext . 75.
Earn $2500 and Free Spring Break Trips!
Sell only 8 trips and Go FREE! Best trips
and Prices! Bahamas. Cancun. Jamaica.
Panama City! Great Experience! I -800678-6386!
•••FREE TRIPS AND CASH!"* Call
us and find out how hundreds of students
arc already earning FREE TRIPS and
LOTS OF CASH WITH America's #1
Spring Break company! Choose Cancun.
Bahamas. Jamaica. Panama. Daytona. or
Padre! CAU. NOW! TAKE A BREAK
STUDENT TRAVEL (800) 328-SAVE
or (617) 424-8222

iMBER 17. 1 9 9 3

52 first 25 words / $1 each additional 25 words (Limit 75 words)
S5 first 25 words / $1 each additional 25 words (Limit 75 words)
$1 each
i FAX your Classified' Call (513) 873-3738.
1
Message Board Services >< Mail your classified: Thg CuanJ,ar (Classifieds!
Personals
Renting

The GuanJan asks !*al ail 046' UC. Wright Stale University
are prepaid
Dayton. On 45435-0001

A A Cruise and Travel Jobs Earn $2500/
mo + travel the world FREE! (Caribbean.
Europe. Hawaii. Asia') Cruise lines now
hiring for busy holiday, spring and
summer seasons. Guaranteed
employment! Call (919) 929-4398 ext.
66

Accepting applications for factory work.
Full and pan-time available. Please apply
in person Ali Industries. Inc.. 611
Yellow-Springs-Fairfield Road. Fairbom.BEACH or SKI Group Promoter. Small
or larger groups. Yours FREE,
discounted or CASH. Call CM! 1-800423-6264
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT - Students
Needed! Earn up t o S2.500+/mo. in
canneries or on fishing vessels. Many
employers provide Room & Board &
Transportation. No necessary experience.
For information call: (206) 545-4l55ext.
A5570.

$$$$$$$KARN $2,500$$$$$$$$ FREE
TRIPS! Student Holidays, the nation's
leader in Spring Break vacations, seeking
enthusiastic, highly r"Rivaled students
and fraternities to be the WSU reps.
EARN HIGHEST COMMISSIONS AND
TRAVEL FREE! Cancun! Daytona
Beach' Call now 1-800-360-TRIP!
WANTED: Intermediate skiers to assist
physically challenged learning to ski. For
more information call Charles Smith at
236-8049.

M e s s a g e Board |

Thanks to all of the couples who made
1993 our best year! Gary Jones
Photography 299-8180

Renting

You can bank on us.

Looking for a roommate or got an
apartment torent?Get it done with a
Guardian Classified. Call 873-5535 for
rates and information.

New & 30 day

Roommate needed to share furnished
house. 5 mi. from WSU. own room,
cable TV. local phone and all utilities for
S230 a month, month to month lease,
nonstnoker. no pets. Call 253-8158.

INACTIVE
DONORS:
New & 30 day
1 st Visit $20
2nd Visit $20
3rd Visit $20
4th Visit $25
Donations must
be within (14)
day period.

110lb.-149 lb.
$15-$17
150ib. & Above
$15-$20
Donations must be
made Sunday thru
Saturday.

SALES ASSOCIATE - Fortune 500
Company has immediate opening for a
sales representative. Spend 851 of your
selling time calling on established local
accounts. Company paid training,
complete company benefits First year
income $25,000+. Send resume in
strictest confidence to: P.O. Box 340248.
Bcavcrcreek. OH 45434

Send a message to a friend, express your
opinion, or just announce something you
think is important on The Guardian's
Message Board. Call 873-5535 for more
information on this classified ads section.

Earn Extra
Cash!

REGULAR
DONORS:

TlllC C.UAKDIAT

o

Take a break from the
rigors of exam week
and enjoy a . . .

Pplasma alliance

"people helping people "

165 Helena St, Daylon, Ohio
CALL FOR INFO &
I.D. REQUIREMENTS

224-1973
RTA Bus 22
7 Days/Week

Mon.-Thur. 7:00 am - 9:00 pm
Fri. 7:00 am - 7:00 pm
Saturday 8.00 am - 5:00 pm
Sunday 8:00 am - 4:00 pm

C MIDNIGHT
-BREAKFAST
in t h e University C e n t e r C a f e t e r i a
from 12:00 midnight to 2:00 a.m.
ALL-U-CAN-EAT

•

Services

|

If you arc planning your Wedding for
1994. and are looking for a great value in
Professional Wedding Photography,
please call: Gary Jones Photography
299-8180
Students: Act now to cut next year's costs
with sources of privatefinancialaid.
Minimum 5 guaranteed. Call 1-800-8342549 ext. 13 for details don't delay

THE GUARDIAN
WISHES EVERYONE A
HAPPY HOLIDAY.

Only $ 4 . 9 5
SEE Y A T H E R E !

TUESDAY NOV.

Personals

Do you need a DATE? Try calling the
best national dateline available! People
all over the country contact us. Get to
know them. Call now ! 1-900-787-6673.
Only S2 per min. Must be 18 or older.

30TH

THIS IS OUR LAST ISSUE
THIS QUARTER SO
LOOK FOR OUR NEXT
ISSUE NEXT YEAR.

I

FREE TUITION

That's right, you c a n win FREE TUITION for
Winter Quarter when you enter:

Colonel Glenn

Here's how... Go to the College Store between November
22nd and December 4th and you'll receive a "Buyback
Sweepstakes" entry with each textbook you sell back.
Fill it out and you could be the lucky student who gets
the College Store to pay their Winter tuition at Wright
State University.

TOP DOLLAR FOR USED TEXTBOOKS
LOTS OF CONVENIENT PARKING
OPEN TIL 9:00PM FINALS WEEK
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY.

SEE STORE FOR DETAILS.

I

